Make your HP Thin Client Windows Embedded user experience easier than ever with HP Easy Shell. Customize the intuitive interface and level of protection to fit your needs, and enjoy targeted control at a great price so you can make the most of your cloud infrastructure, VDI, and kiosk environments.

**Windows and cloud computing, simplified**
Provide a clean, streamlined experience for your HP Thin Client Windows Embedded environment that’s completely customizable to fit your needs.

**Speed up your deployments**
Get back to work faster with quick deployments into new or existing thin client environments, minus the additional costs, training, and hardware requirements.

**Custom security, complete control**
Precisely tailor your unique security needs. Deny or limit access to apps and common Windows components like web browsers, task manager, and the control panel.

**Added value comes standard**
All of the features of HP Easy Shell are automatically included only on HP Thin Clients with Windows Embedded—a lot of value at no additional cost.

**Looks smart, works smarter**
Enjoy an interface that’s equally easy for IT and your end users. The simple experience means less training and more customer satisfaction.
Masterful management
Use HP Device Manager, included at no extra cost, for easy roll outs, and to automatically deploy administrative tasks, permissions, and configuration settings to all of your HP Thin Clients.

Hassle-free flexibility
Enjoy absolute user-experience flexibility with simultaneous support for cloud infrastructure, a web browser, and single-purpose applications.

Absolute power
Enable administrators to easily manage end user experiences, fine-tune, restrict, and change permissions, and choose which control panel utilities are accessible.

Access denied
Help protect your PC’s security options by putting the keyboard on lockdown with HP Hot Key Filter\(^1\) that prevents kiosk users from using the Ctrl+Alt+Del and WIN+L commands.

Port authority
Easily control which USB devices or device classes can be used on an HP Thin Client running HP Easy Shell with HP USB Port Manager\(^2\).

Super-charged data delivery
Improve wired and Wi-Fi network performance and the end user experience with HP Velocity software, which comes standard at no extra cost and optimizes network traffic for remote desktops and streaming of remote applications.

Tap, swipe, and stay ahead
Support touchscreen interactivity and enable your end users to work naturally with efficient, intuitive touch capabilities that are only available with Windows Embedded.

A familiar interface
Work efficiently with a familiar Windows®-based environment than helps reduce the cost of training and tools and makes maintenance and roll-out a breeze for end users, application developers, and IT administrators.

Dependable threat defense
Defend your OS and help prevent unauthorized updates and viruses with an integrated Write Filter that immediately undoes any changes written by unauthorized users and reverts the operating system back to its initial configuration on reboot.

---

1. Requires installation and download from HP.com.

Learn more
hp.com/go/easyshell

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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